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 INTRODUCTION 
 Despite its central role, IgA antibody formation in the gut 

immune system is still incompletely understood. 1  In humans, 

several grams of IgA are produced each day, and this together 

with mucins and other soluble components constitutes the first 

line of defense of the gut mucosal barrier. 2  Plasma cells, at the 

effector site in the mucosal membrane, form IgA dimers, which 

are actively transported through the epithelium into the gut 

lumen as secretory IgA. 3  New IgA plasma cells are constantly 

generated in the gut through class switch recombination (CSR) 

of antigen-activated na ï ve IgM B cells, a process that has been 

found to depend greatly on the gut microbiota. 4 – 7  Most IgA 

CSR in the gut occur in the gut-associated lymphoid tissues 

(GALTs), which consist of Peyer ’ s patches (PPs) and isolated 

lymphoid follicles (ILFs). 8  In addition, mesenteric lymph nodes 

(MLNs) and colon patches (cPs) have been ascribed an induc-

tive role for mucosal IgA responses, the latter only following 

intrarectal immunizations. 9  An alternative, but quite contro-

versial, site for IgA CSR is the non-organized lamina propria 

(LP) of the intestine. 6,10 – 12  Two main developmental pathways 

have been described for the generation of IgA plasma cells in 

the gut LP: a T-cell-dependent (TD) and a T-cell-independent 

(TI) pathway. 5,13  In recent years, much interest has focused on 

the latter. 5,6,12  

 The main site for IgA CSR in the mouse GALT is the PP. 13 – 15  

This is true also for IgA responses against TI antigens, as we 

recently reported using CD40-deficient mice, which do not 

respond to TD antigens. 16  In addition, and in agreement with 

other studies, ILFs were also found to initiate IgA responses to 

TI antigens. 12,17  CD40-deficient mice had very little IgA CSR 

activity in the MLN and there was no evidence of IgA CSR in 

the LP of either the small intestine or the large intestine. We 

found that IgA CSR occurred in the PP in GL7-intermediate 

B cells in the complete absence of germinal centers (GCs). By 

contrast, in normal mice the PP constantly host GCs, which 

also allows for strong somatic hypermutation (SHM) in differ-

entiating B cells. 16,17  The importance of PP GC and SHM of the 

gut IgA B-cell response for maintaining intestinal homeostasis 

with the bacterial microflora was recently elegantly shown by 

Wei  et al.  18  Notably, contrary to peripheral lymph nodes and 

the spleen, GC formations are abundant in the PP even without 

immunization. 19  
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 Much less detailed information is available on gut IgA B-cell 

responses to TD antigens, despite the vast literature on oral 

immunization and IgA responses in different mucosal tissues. 6  

In particular, we lack an understanding of how the inductive 

process is organized so that an effective protective IgA immune 

response can be developed in the gut. More specifically, we 

still do not know how gut B cells are selected and expanded 

in response to an oral immunization and whether these cells 

undergo affinity maturation before seeding the LP of the 

mucosal membranes. 1 – 4  The inductive site for such responses 

has classically been ascribed to the PP, although the function 

of the MLN in this regard has not been investigated satisfacto-

rily. 14,20  Several publications associate the MLN with IgA B-cell 

responses, as antigen can be transported by dendritic cells from 

the intestinal lumen to the MLN. 20 – 22  Especially, in colonizing 

germ-free mice with bacterial flora, the MLN has been found to 

be a site for IgA B-cell development. 21  Furthermore, the mouse 

intestine harbors a large number of ILFs hosting na ï ve B cells, 

which could potentially be activated by antigen and undergo 

IgA CSR. 23,24  This has been documented by several groups, but 

IgA CSR in the ILF has mostly, if not exclusively, been associated 

with TI antigens provided by the commensal flora. 8  

 This study was designed to address the question of how TD 

IgA B-cell responses develop after oral immunization. To this 

end, we followed the buildup of a gut mucosal IgA response to 

the well-characterized hapten (4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenyl)acetyl 

(NP) conjugated to cholera toxin (CT), the most potent oral TD 

immunogen and adjuvant known today. 25 – 27  Despite numer-

ous reports, we still lack information about how anti-CT IgA 

and IgG responses in the PP, MLN, LP, and spleen are con-

nected and related. 15,26 – 28  Systemic IgG responses against NP 

have been extensively studied and it is well documented that 

such responses use a canonical rearrangement of the  V H 186.2  

heavy chain to  DFL16.1  combined with   �  1 light chains. 29 – 31  

In addition, a single point mutation in  V H 186.2  that changes 

a tryptophan to a leucine at position 33 of the CDR1 region 

of the  V   H   gene increases the antibody affinity by at least 

10-fold. 29  We have, thus, sequenced  V   H   186.2  heavy-chain 

genes and investigated their isotype and SHMs. We found IgA 

responses to be highly synchronized, oligoclonal, and affinity 

matured, and broadly distributed to the inductive sites as well as 

to effector sites along the entire small and large intestines.   

 RESULTS  
 Repeated oral immunizations are required for intestinal 
IgA responses 
 To better understand how specific IgA antibody responses 

develop after oral immunization, we have explored the immune 

response to the well-characterized hapten NP conjugated to CT. 

Initial quality control tests of the conjugate confirmed that an 

optimal ratio of 7:1 of NP to CT did not affect the ability of 

CT to bind to the GM1-ganglioside receptor and reduced the 

 in vitro  ADP-ribosylating ability of CT by     <    50 %  ( Supplementary 

Figure S1  online). Following one, two, or three NP-CT oral 

immunizations, we analyzed the specific IgA responses in the 

serum and small intestine. Whereas a single immunization gave 

no or only poorly detectable NP-specific IgA responses in the 

serum and gut, two or three oral immunizations stimulated 

significant responses in both ( Figure 1a, b ). The frequency of 

NP- and CT-specific antibody-forming cells (AFCs) in the gut 

LP also increased with repeated oral immunizations ( Figure 1c ). 

NP-specific IgA response kinetics mimicked those against CT 

( Figure 1a – c ), indicating that anti-NP IgA was a reliable marker 

for studies of oral immunogenicity of the holotoxin. It is worth 

noting that the number of oral immunizations rather than the 

time between doses appeared critical for the magnitude of the 

gut LP IgA AFC response (data not shown). The majority of 

anti-NP IgA AFCs were located in the proximal part of the small 

intestine ( Figure 1d ). This simply reflected the overall distribu-

tion of the total IgA plasma cells in the gut, as the frequency of 

NP-specific IgA AFCs was around 15 %  compared to all IgA 

AFCs in all compartments ( Figure 1d ).   

 Specific IgA plasma cells appear along the entire small and 
large intestines following repeated oral immunizations 
 The NP-CT conjugate allowed us to follow the buildup of a spe-

cific IgA plasma cell response using antigen labeling of plasma 

cells in frozen sections of the small and large intestines, which 

is normally difficult with CT alone because of the abundance of 

GM1-ganglioside receptors that bind CT in the gut. 32  Whereas no 

or only few NP-specific IgA plasma cells were found after a sin-

gle immunization, three oral immunizations with NP-CT stimu-

lated the formation of high anti-NP IgA plasma cell numbers 

along the entire small and large intestines ( Figure 2 ). Notably, no 

clusters of NP-specific cells were observed, suggesting that the 

B cells emanated from a distal source and seeded the LP, rather 

than expanded locally in the ILF or  in situ  in the LP ( Figure 

2a – c ). The distribution of NP-specific plasma cells reflected the 

overall distribution of the total IgA plasma cells, even within a 

single villus ( Figure 2d ). It is worth mentioning that at no time 

were NP-specific plasma cells observed in the inductive sites of 

the GALT, i.e., the PPs, cPs, or ILFs, and only occasionally in 

the MLNs (not shown), suggesting that the potential inductive 

sites in the GALT largely lacked specific IgA plasma cells follow-

ing oral immunizations ( Figure 2e – h ). Thus, IgA plasma cells 

were present in the LP along the entire small and large intes-

tines and did not show any local expansion in the ILF or the 

non-organized LP of the gut mucosa.   

 TD gut IgA B-cell responses are strongly selected for 
high-affinity maturation 
 A classical polymerase chain reaction (PCR) method was used to 

analyze NP-specific  V H   gene transcripts of different isotypes in 

gut inductive and effector tissues. 29 – 31,33  We amplified  V H 186.2-

IgM  or  V H 186.2-IgA  transcripts from cDNA prepared from 

MLNs, PPs, and small or large intestines of mice orally immu-

nized one or three times with NP-CT, and analyzed them for 

the presence of  V H 186.2-DFL16.1  rearrangements by Southern 

blotting ( Figure 3a,b ). We detected low levels of NP-specific 

IgM transcripts in the PP after a single oral immunization with 

NP-CT, while other tissues, including the MLN, hosted few or 

no NP-specific IgM transcripts ( Figure 3c  and data not shown). 
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The level of NP-specific IgM transcripts in the PP was not signifi-

cantly increased after three oral immunizations, suggesting that 

the majority of B cells underwent IgA CSR in the PP following oral 

immunizations ( Figure 3c ). This was confirmed by the predomi-

nant expression of IgA-switched  V H 186.2-DFL16.1  CDR3 trans-

cripts in the PP and MLN, as well as in both the small and large 

intestines after three as opposed to a single oral immunization 

( Figure 3d ). Hence, strong IgA NP-specific  V H 186.2-DFL16.1  

CDR3 gene expression required multiple oral immunizations. 

Of note, before these experiments, we confirmed that our PCR 

method detected  V H 186.2-IgA  transcripts from both B cells and 

plasma cells 34,35  ( Supplementary Figure S2  online). Moreover, 

only few  V H 186.2-IgM  transcripts could be detected at any time 

in the GALT, suggesting that most B cells undergo IgA CSR early 

during the response. Furthermore, the kinetics and magnitude 

of  V H 186.2-IgA  transcript expression in the different tissues 

suggested an inductive process emanating from the PP. 

 To analyze whether NP-specific B cells and plasma cells 

isolated from the different tissues after oral immunizations 

were clonally related and had undergone affinity maturation, 

 V H 186.2-IgA  transcripts from the MLN, PP, or small and large 

intestines were cloned. A majority of clones that hybridized 

to our NP probe indeed contained canonical NP-binding 

transcripts, while such sequences were not present in bacterial 

clones that did not hybridize ( Figure 4a ). The level of mutations 

in unique NP-binding  V H 186.2-DFL16.1  sequences increased 

after repeated oral immunizations ( Figure 4a ). For compari-

son, we found that the level of mutations in non-NP-binding 

sequences in the gut was similar to that of NP-binding sequences 

from orally immunized mice, demonstrating that gut NP-bind-

ing plasma cells were, indeed, subject to similar mutational 

activity as gut plasma cells in general ( Figure 4a ). 

 A single mutation in the CDR1 region, W 33  ⇒ L 33 , is known 

to increase the affinity of anti-NP antibody by at least 10-fold. 29  

Therefore, we investigated whether this mutation was present in 

transcripts from any of the tissues. Following two oral immuni-

zations, the affinity-increasing mutation had already appeared in 

the PPs and MLN, constituting a majority of specific transcripts 

(50 – 70 % ), whereas the LP still hosted relatively few (20 % ) high-

affinity NP-specific IgA plasma cells ( Figure 4b ). In contrast, 

after three oral immunizations, roughly 60 %  of the sequences 

from the small intestine carried the high-affinity mutation, 

indicating a strong accumulation of high-affinity plasma cells 

after the third immunization ( Figure 4b ). A similar pattern was 

found for NP-binding sequences from IgA plasma cells in the 

colon ( Figure 4b ).   
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      Figure 1             Repeated oral immunizations are required for stimulation of antigen-specific serum and gut IgA responses. Mice in groups of three 
were orally immunized one, two, or three times with hapten (4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenyl)acetyl-cholera toxin (NP-CT) or CT alone. The log 10  titers of 
NP- and CT-specific IgA antibodies in ( a ) the serum and ( b ) gut lavages from individual mice are shown. ( c ) Plasma cells were isolated from the small 
intestine (SI) by repeated digestions with collagenase of small pieces of tissue as described previously 52  and the number of NP- and CT-specific 
antibody-producing cells (AFCs) were determined. Values are given as mean AFC value per 10 3  cells ± s.d. ( d ) The SIs were divided into proximal 
(Prox), middle (Mid), and distal (Dist) sections, and the anti-NP IgA AFC activity was determined following three oral immunizations with NP-CT  or 
CT (left panel) and the frequency of specific anti-NP IgA AFC per total IgA AFC was calculated (right). ( a  –  d ) All data are representative results of two 
experiments giving similar results. The levels of NP-specific antibodies in serum and gut lavages were determined simultaneously for both experiments 
and pooled data are shown, whereas levels of CT were independently determined and data derived  from one of the experiments are shown. Kruskal –
 Wallis analysis showed that the distribution was non-random ( P     <    0.001 for ( a ) and ( b , right),  P     =    000.4 for ( b , left)), and Dunn ’ s post-test showed that 
there were significant differences between columns as indicated (NS:  P     � 0.05,  *  P     <    0.05,  *  *  P     <    0.01,  *  *  *  P     <    0.001). Details about the NP-CT conjugate 
can be found in  Supplementary Figure S1  online.   
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 A synchronized selection process in the PP allows for 
a highly oligoclonal IgA B-cell response in the entire gut 
immune system 
 Because very few NP-binding transcripts were identified 

after one oral immunization, we focused our further efforts 

on dissecting the distribution of  V   H   186.2-IgA  genes sharing 

identical CDR3 regions in the different tissues of the gut immune 

system after three oral immunizations. Sequence analysis in 

four individual mice revealed extensive clonality between NP-

specific IgA-producing B cells and plasma cells recovered from 

the different tissues ( Figure 5a ). In fact, B cells that were part 

of the same clone were present at both inductive and effector 

tissues following oral immunization with NP-CT ( Figure 5a ). 

Moreover, a pattern of a highly oligoclonal NP-specific IgA 
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     Figure 2             Following oral immunizations hapten (4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenyl)acetyl (NP)-specific IgA     +      plasma cells are present in the lamina propria 
along the entire small and large intestine, but not in the gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT). Representative micrographs of GALT and the small 
and large intestines from three mice immunized three times with NP-cholera toxin (CT). ( a ) Swiss role sections of small intestines were labeled with 
NP-PE (red) and anti-IgA FITC (green). ( b  and  c ) High-magnification close-ups of representative sections from the small intestine ( b ) and the colon ( c ) 
are shown, with arrows marking NP-specific IgA plasma cells (yellow). ( d ) The distribution of NP-specific and total IgA plasma cells in individual villi. 
We measured the distance between the base of the villi and the location of IgA plasma cells. We found that NP-specific IgA plasma cells distributed 
similarly to overall total IgA plasma cells in each individual villi. The dots represent the mean distance from the base of the villus and the bars indicate 
mean values for three mice in each group. ( e  –  h ) Representative micrographs of GALT showing lack of anti-NP IgA plasma cells following oral 
immunizations are shown. Sections from Peyer ’ s patch (PP), colon patch (cP), small intestinal ILF (ILF), and colon ILF (cILF) are shown after labeling 
with NP-PE and anti-B220 FITC or anti-IgM FITC (green), as indicated. We defined cP on the basis of clusters of     >    100 B220     +      cells in a section, 
which also contained cells labeling with anti-GL7 antibodies, whereas colon ILFs were     <    100 cells and no cells labeling with anti-GL7 antibodies. 
These are representative results of three experiments giving similar results.  
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responses was evident in all analyzed mice following oral immu-

nization ( Figure 5b ). A majority of these clones had undergone 

affinity maturation showing the W 33  ⇒ L 33  mutation in the 

CDR1 region ( Figure 5b ). This was prominent in all mice 

and indicated that NP-binding IgA B cells were subject to 

a strong selection pressure in the GALT following oral immu-

nizations. Notably, this selection process required multiple 

oral immunizations, as the level of mutations and affinity 

maturation was improved after three as opposed to two oral 

immunizations. Thus, repeated oral antigen exposure of the gut 

immune system was a driving force for selecting high-quality 

IgA plasma cells. 

 The clonality of the response raised the question of whether 

individual PPs hosted unique high-affinity IgA B-cell clones, 

or if one clone could be shared by many PPs, indicating migra-

tion of this B-cell clone into other PPs. Sequence analysis 

was performed of  V   H   186.2-IgA  genes from individual PPs. 

Remarkably, we found the same clones represented in multiple 

PPs, and several examples where the same NP-specific IgA 

B-cell clone was present in all four PPs analyzed from one mouse 

( Figure 6a ). In addition, the response in the PP of individual 

mice was clearly oligoclonal and was always dominated by a 

limited number of clones. In general, individual mice hosted 

unique clones not found in other mice ( Figure 6b ). These results 

reflected a strong selection process favoring expansion of high-

affinity NP-specific IgA B-cell clones in the GALT following oral 

immunization. Indeed, it appeared as if this was achieved through 

an early distribution of a few high-affinity IgA B-cell clones from 

one to multiple PPs following immunization, and that each sub-

sequent immunization promoted the expansion of these selected 

clones in all PP. 

 Next, we wanted to exclude the possibility of contamina-

tion of plasma cells from the LP into the PP B-cell prepara-

tion. Therefore, we performed microdissection of individual 

PPs from frozen intestinal tissues. We also included cP in this 

analysis, as this organized lymphoid structure has been claimed 

to provide comparable functions to the PP, as an inductive site 

for colon LP responses. 9  Although cPs are not readily identified 

macroscopically, microdissection allowed us to analyze them 

separately from other gut tissues. Sequence analysis of NP-

binding  V   H   186.2-IgA  genes from microdissected PP confirmed 

our previous observation that NP-binding IgA B-cell clones 

in the PP were, indeed, clonally related with plasma cells in the 

LP effector sites, and that the response was oligoclonal with 

some high-affinity clones dominating ( Figure 6c ). Interestingly, 

cP did in some cases host the same dominating NP-binding 

IgA B-cell clones as PP, suggesting that the cP exchanged cells 

with PP, and could be considered inductive sites in the GALT 

( Figure 6c ).   

 Extensive lineage trees reflect a highly synchronized 
system for the distribution of specific gut IgA B-cell 
responses 
 Lineage tree analysis of  V   H   186.2-IgA  genes isolated from induc-

tive and effector sites confirmed an extensive distribution and 

oligoclonal domination of NP-specific IgA B cells in the entire 
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      Figure 3             Canonical hapten (4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenyl)acetyl (NP)-
recognizing  V H 186.2-DFL16.1  transcripts are enriched in the gut 
mucosal inductive as well as effector tissues following repeated 
oral immunizations. A specific  V H 186.2-DFL16.1  gene recombination 
event dominates anti-NP B-cell responses. ( a ) Immunoglobulin 
heavy-chain transcripts were polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
amplified using a  V H 186.2  upstream primer together with IgM- or 
IgA-specific downstream primers, and were probed with a CDR3-
specific probe specific for NP-recognizing  V H 186.2-DFL16.1  
recombination events after Southern blotting. As a control for 
expression of IgA and IgM, constant regions were amplified 
separately. ( b ) Examples of primary data from the analysis of 
 V H 186.2-DFL16.1  gene expression in IgA cells present in the 
different tissues. The upper part of each panel shows PCR assays 
designed to determine the total amount of IgA in the sample (the 
constant region primer pairs in  a  stained with ethidium bromide) and 
the lower part Southern blot assays to determine expression of 
NP-binding heavy-chain transcripts (the variable / constant region 
primer pair in  a , labeled with the NP probe after electrophoresis and 
transfer). ( c ) The relative expression of IgM transcripts carrying NP-
specific CDR3 region were determined in the mesenteric lymph node 
(MLN) and Peyer ’ s patch (PP) from mice orally immunized one or 
three times with NP-cholera toxin (CT). The difference between 
MLN and PP was significant (Mann – Whitney test,  P     =    0.0039). No 
significant expression of NP-specific IgM transcripts was detected 
in the small intestine (SI) or colon at either time point (data not shown). 
( d ) The relative expression of IgA transcripts carrying NP-specific 
CDR3 regions was determined in MLN, PP, colon, or SI following 
one or three oral immunizations with NP-CT. These are representative 
results of three experiments giving similar results. Organs from 
nine mice were included in the test. The increased levels of IgA 
NP signals after one vs. three immunizations were significant as 
indicated (MLN, NS,  P     =    0.0635; PP,  *  *  *  *  P     <    0.0001; colon,  *  P     =    0.0159; 
and SI,  *  *  P     =    0.0051).  
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gut immune system 36  ( Figure 7 ). The trees of clonally related 

NP-specific IgA B cells were widely distributed in all tissues, 

i.e., several different PPs, the MLN, distal and proximal small 

intestine, and the colon ( Figure 7 ). Hence, the clonality between 

specific NP-binding gut IgA B cells and plasma cells was 

not just along the axis of a single PP to MLN and the LP of the 

small intestine, but rather a widely distributed representation 

of the clone in all tissues following oral immunizations. The 

affinity-enhancing W 33     =  >    L 33  mutation was identified as an 

early event in most of these trees, followed by the introduction 

of additional mutations that were not shared between clones 

( Figure 7 ). This striking B-cell clonality clearly suggested that 

NP-specific IgA B cells were subjected to a strong selection proc-

ess in the PP before seeding the LP of both the small and large 

intestines ( Figure 7 ). Thus, it appeared that the IgA response 

to TD antigens was effectively synchronized from multiple PPs 

and then widely distributed throughout the entire gut mucosal 

immune system.   

 Adoptive transfer of NP-specific BCR transgenic B cells 
confirms a highly synchronized IgA B-cell expansion in 
multiple PPs 
 Finally, we capitalized on a high-affinity B1-8 hi  NP-specific IgH 

knock-in B-cell transfer model to visualize the expansion and 

distribution of GFP     +      NP-specific B cells and plasma cells fol-

lowing oral immunization ( Figure 8a ). The largest expansion 

of GFP     +      NP-specific B cells was found in the PP as compared 

to the MLN or the spleen following oral NP-CT immunizations 

( Figure 8b, c ). NP-specific GFP     +      B cells were found exclusively 

in the GL7     +     IgD     −       �  -chain population located in GCs of the PP, 

indicating an efficient activation of specific B cells present in the 

PP by oral immunization ( Figure 8b ). The frequency of GFP     +      

NP-specific GL7     +      B cells in pooled PPs from individual mice 

increased only slightly (8 – 12 % ) after three oral immunizations 

as compared to that after a single dose ( Figure 8d ). However, 

individual PPs analyzed along the small intestine hosted few 

NP-specific B cells at distal sites, whereas proximal PPs were 

significantly more involved in the GFP     +      NP-specific B-cell 

response after a single dose. This pattern was lost after three 

oral immunizations, when distal and proximal PPs hosted 

comparable levels of GFP     +      NP-specific B cells, suggesting an 

effective distribution of activated GFP     +      B cells to multiple PPs 

after the first oral immunization ( Figure 8c ). Individual PPs 

accumulated GFP     +      NP-specific B cells in GCs. As opposed to 

the expansion of specific B cells in GCs in the MLN or the spleen 

after intraperitoneal immunizations with NP-CGG, these GFP     +      

cells were less tightly clustered in GCs, likely reflecting expan-

sion in preformed GCs rather than GCs formed  de novo  in the 
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       Figure 4             Induction of high levels of antigen-specific IgA transcripts and affinity maturation in the gut immune system is dependent on repeated 
oral immunizations. ( a )  V   H   186.2-IgA  gene transcripts were polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplified and cloned. Potentially hapten (4-hydroxy-3-
nitrophenyl)acetyl (NP)-binding sequences were identified using colony hybridization with a CDR3 probe, and were confirmed as NP-binding after 
sequencing (see Methods). The pie charts depict the frequency of unique clones containing different numbers of mutations in their V regions in Peyer ’ s 
patches (PPs), mesenteric lymph nodes (MLNs), small intestine (SI), and colon after two or three oral immunizations with NP-cholera toxin (CT). 
Values are given for the number of mutations observed and the number of sequences analyzed (center of pie chart). Single pie charts in the lower 
panel depict the frequency of mutations in non-NP binding  V H 186.2 -containing clones (left), and the mutation frequency in the constant IgA region 
that was co-amplified with the  V H 186.2 V  region (right). ( b ) The percentage of IgA sequences hosting the W 33     =        >    L 33  mutation in PP, MLN, SI, and 
colon after two (2 × ) and three (3 × ) oral immunizations as compared to that in non-NP-binding sequences with V H 186.2 recombined antibody heavy 
chains. These are representative results of two experiments giving similar results. In each experiment, cells from three mice were pooled. There were 
significant differences between inductive (PP, MLN) and effector (SI, colon) sites after two ( P     =    0.003) and three ( P     =    0.0149) oral immunizations, and 
between two and three oral immunizations at effector ( P     =    0.001) but not inductive ( P     =    0.6288) sites. Further data regarding induction of NP-specific 
transcripts can be found in  Figure 3 . NS, not significant.  
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PP ( Figure 8e – g ). Moreover, NP-specific GFP     +      IgA plasma cell 

frequencies were significantly higher in the small compared to 

the large intestine or the spleen after oral NP-CT immunizations 

( Figure 8i – k ). Importantly, this model also confirmed our pre-

vious estimation that roughly 15 %  of the total IgA plasma cells 

in the small intestine were specific for NP following multiple 

oral immunizations with NP-CT ( Figure 8j ). Considering that 

this is only one epitope in NP-CT, this observation is, indeed, 

remarkable. 

 To prove that cells already existing in one PP GC had the ability 

to achieve a highly synchronized gut IgA response following oral 

immunization through invasion of existing GC, we adoptively 
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     Figure 5             Gut IgA responses are dominated by a small number of affinity-matured B-cell clones that are shared between inductive and effector sites. 
( a )  V H 186.2-DFL16.1 IgA  gene transcripts were isolated from Peyer ’ s patches (PP), mesenteric lymph nodes (MLNs), proximal (Prox) and distal (Dist) 
small intestine, and colon from four mice that had been orally immunized three times with hapten (4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenyl)acetyl-cholera toxin 
(NP-CT). Sequences from different tissues in individual mice were analyzed for identical CDR3 regions based on their DNA sequence. The graphs 
depict the numbers of unique sequences for the dominating clones in each tissue. ( b ) All V H 186.2-DFL16.1 IgA gene transcripts isolated from different 
tissues in individual mice were pooled, and the relative contribution of different clones is indicated. The numbers in the sectors indicate the number 
of unique sequences within that clone and the number in the middle, the total number of unique sequences analyzed in each mouse. Stars indicate 
clones that host the W 33     =        >    L 33  high-affinity mutation. When sequences were compared within a single mouse, on average 87 %  (range 84 – 92 %  for the 
mice) of the 391 sequences belonged to a clone, which was significantly different from the 43 %  that could be assigned to a clone in any of the other 
mice ( P     >    0.0001; Fisher ’ s exact test).  
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transferred GL7     +      high-affinity B1-8 hi  NP-specific B cells from 

PP from mice given a single oral immunization with NP-CT to 

na ï ve recipient mice. Strikingly, we could only detect GFP     +      NP-

specific B cells in multiple PPs in mice receiving an oral dose of 

NP-CT 24   h before transfer, while the PP in mice given no anti-

gen or an oral-dose NP-CT at 24   h after the cell transfer failed 

to host any NP-specific GFP     +      B cells ( Figure 8l – n ). Whereas 

cells entering PP eventually lost their GC phenotype, suggesting 

proliferation and differentiation, cells in the MLN maintained a 

GC phenotype outside of the GC. Thus, GL7     +      PP B cells from 

orally primed mice can migrate into existing GC in multiple PPs, 

provided the antigen is present in the GC before transfer of the 

PP GL7     +      B cells. This experiment explains why repeated oral 

immunizations with TD antigens are critical for a synchronized 

and effective IgA response in the gut mucosa.    

 DISCUSSION 
 In this study, we provide new insights into how gut mucosal IgA 

B-cell responses against TD antigens are established following 

oral immunizations. For the first time, we can report that gut IgA 

B-cell responses were found to be oligoclonal and had undergone 

extensive SHM in a process that was highly synchronized and set 

to strongly select for high-affinity B cells. This was achieved by 

the distribution of antigen-responding GC B cells from one PP 

to multiple PPs following priming, such that repeated exposures 

with the antigen selected and expanded the same B-cell clones 

in many, perhaps all, PPs in the inductive phase ( Figure 9 ). 

Hence, subsequently antigen-selected, affinity-matured, B-cell 

clones dominated the response in the entire gut immune system, 

including the inductive sites in the GALT as well as the effec-

tor sites in the LP of the small and large intestines. Thus, the 

selection process was highly synchronized within the GALT to 

result in only a few original B-cell clones that later dominated 

and produced high-affinity antigen-specific IgA in the LP. This 

was achieved through re-utilization of already existing GC in 

multiple PPs as we could demonstrate with adoptive transfer 

experiments, in which GFP     +     GL7     +     PP B cells from orally immu-

nized mice repopulated GCs in multiple PPs in recipient mice, 

provided oral antigen was given to the recipients before transfer. 

It is worth mentioning that the distribution of antigen-specific 

plasma cells in the gut was found to be proportional to the over-

all distribution of IgA plasma cells, clearly arguing in favor of a 

system seeding specific cells from a central inductive site in the 

GALT along the entire mucosal membrane. 2,17,37,38  No evidence 

of local induction or expansion of specific B-cell responses in 

the ILF or the gut LP was found. Furthermore, and in contrast to 

systemic antibody responses, IgM B cells were driven to undergo 

CSR to IgA in the GALT at an early stage of differentiation, leav-

ing very few detectable IgM-producing antigen-specific cells at 

these sites. Thus, both IgA CSR and SHM, as well as affinity 

maturation are two very prominent traits of IgA responses in 

the GALT. 1 – 4  

 By conjugating NP to CT, we developed a tool to uncover the 

buildup of a specific TD-IgA response after oral immunization. 

Whereas earlier studies were limited to the detection of specific 

antibody production following oral priming immunization, we 
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     Figure 6             Clonally related antigen-specific IgA sequences are shared 
between multiple Peyer ’ s patches (PPs) following oral immunization. 
( a  and  b ) Four mice were given three oral immunizations with NP-CT 
and  V H 186.2-DFL16.1 IgA  gene transcripts were isolated from four 
separate PPs in individual mice. The gene sequences were analyzed 
and compared to dissect whether the PP in individual mice hosted 
shared clones. When sequences were compared within a single mouse, 
on average 88 %  of the 196 sequences belonged to a clone, which was 
significantly different from the 44 %  that could be assigned to a clone in 
any of the other mice ( P     >    0.0001; Fisher ’ s exact test). ( c ) To control for 
that  V H 186.2-DFL16.1 IgA  gene transcripts in PPs were not confounded 
by transcripts derived from the lamina propria (LP) we undertook 
cryosectioning of the small (SI) and large intestines from three mice to 
better separate PP from LP using laser capture microscopy. We obtained 
materials from PP, colon patches (cPs) and LP from the SI and the 
colon. After preparation of RNA, V H 186.2-DFL16.1 NP-binding IgA gene 
sequences were isolated and analyzed. Out of 66 unique sequences, 
44 shared CDR3 regions at distinct sites; the mice they were derived 
from and the number of unique sequences from each organ are 
indicated in the diagram. Stars indicate clones that host the W 33     =        >    L 33  
high-affinity mutation. LCM, laser capture microdissection.  
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     Figure 7             Clonal tree analysis of antigen-specific IgA B-cell responses following oral immunization demonstrates extensive clonal relationships 
throughout the entire gut immune system. The  V H 186.2-DFL16.1 IgA  sequences from four mice immunized three times orally with hapten (4-hydroxy-
3-nitrophenyl)acetyl-cholera toxin (NP-CT) were analyzed for clonal relationships. Ig gene clones were transformed into mutational lineage trees 
using IgTree ® , 53  implementing a distance method-based algorithm that finds the most likely tree with a high probability. Original sequences found in 
the experiments are assigned to either leaves or internal nodes of the tree. Each tree node represents a single mutation separating the sequences. 
The mutations that separate the sequences from each other can be point mutations, deletions or insertions, or gaps, which are considered single 
mutations. One to three clonal trees were identified from each mouse. Two of these trees, isolated from two different mice, are shown. Unique 
sequences were color-coded based on their tissue origin, and the numbers of mutations between each two successive nodes are denoted. Red 
lines indicate the location of the key mutation on the tree at position 33. Some of the lower branches contained sequences from several inductive and 
effector sites, suggesting an ongoing exchange of affinity-matured IgA B cells between these sites even late during the immune response.  

          Figure 8             Hapten (4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenyl)acetyl (NP)-specific B cells invade pre-existing germinal centers (GCs) in Peyer ’ s patches (PPs) after a 
single NP-cholera toxin (CT) immunization. ( a ) NP-specific splenic B cells were isolated from B1-8 hi  GFP mice 46  carrying a prearranged high-affinity 
NP-binding Ig heavy-chain gene through negative selection by magnetic bead depletion of non-B cells and   �   light-chain B cells and transferred into 
the wild-type (WT) mice that were orally NP-CT immunized one or three times. ( b  and  c ) The proportion of GFP     +      CD19     +      B cells in individual PPs, 
MLNs, and spleen were determined using specific antibody labeling and flow cytometry. To the left in ( c ) is shown the proportion of GFP     +      CD19     +      
B cells in the different tissues, and to the right the mean frequency of GFP     +      CD19     +      B cells in six to nine individual PPs ranging from proximal 
to distal location in the intestines of six mice. There was a statistically uneven distribution of GFP-expressing cells according to Kruskal – Wallis 
( P     <    0.0001) in  a , with Dunn ’ s post-test showing significant ( P     <    0.05) differences between PPs compared to MLNs or spleen after both one and three 
immunizations. The linear regression between proximal and distal PP with regard to GFP     +      B-cell expansion was statistically significant different from 
zero after one ( P     <    0.0001) but not three ( P     =    0.6558) oral immunizations. ( d ) The proportion of GFP     +      cells among GL7     +     IgD     −      GC phenotype B cells 
in PPs, MLNs, and spleen was determined after one or three oral immunizations. There was statistically uneven distribution of GFP-expressing cells 
according to Kruskal – Wallis analysis ( P     <    0.0001), with Dunn ’ s post-test showing significant ( P     <    0.05) differences between PPs compared to MLNs 
or spleen after both one and three oral immunizations. ( e  –  h ) Micrographs demonstrating the presence of GFP     +      cells (green) in GL7     +      (red) GCs. 
Overview pictures of PPs after one and three immunizations are shown in ( e ). After oral immunization, GFP     +      B cells were never as tightly clustered 
in the PP as in the MLN or spleen after intraperitoneal (i.p.) priming with NP-CGG and alum. ( f  and  g ) Oral immunization with CT only did not attract 
any GFP     +      cells to the PP ( h ). The proportions of GFP     +      CD138     +      plasma cells in the small intestine (SI), colon, and spleen were determined using 
flow cytometry after one or three oral immunizations with NP-CT or CT ( i  and  j ). GFP     +      plasma cells were identified in the lamina propria of the SI 
and colon, but not in the isolated lymphoid follicle (ILF) ( k ). To prove that GL7     +      PP B cells could migrate into already existing PP, we adoptively 
transferred such cells from mice 9 days after they were given a single oral NP-CT dose into recipient mice ( l ). The latter mice were either untreated 
or given NP-CT 24   h before or after the transfer of PP cells. NP-primed GFP     +      donor PP B cells appeared in multiple PPs and to some extent in 
MLNs in the recipient mice given oral NP-CT 24   h before transfer ( m  and  n ). In contrast, no GFP     +      PP B cells were found in the recipient PP in 
untreated mice or mice treated with NP-CT 24   h after the transfer. The majority of GFP     +      cells maintained a GL7     +     IgD     −      GC phenotype in both the PP 
and MLN, although they only entered the GC in the PP ( m  and  n ). These are representative results of at least two experiments giving similar results. 
GFP, green fluorescent protein.  
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employed a more sensitive assay for early antigen-specific B-cell 

responses in the GALT by detecting NP-specific  V   H   186.2-IgA  

and - IgM  gene usage. 27,30,39  We consistently found rare NP-

specific  V H 186.2-IgM  sequences in the PP, but not in the MLN 

or LP, indicating that PP was the first site for antigen activation 

of specific B cells. This result also corroborated the previous, 

less precise ELISPOT findings, showing that the IgA responses 

in the PP precede those in the MLN and LP. 26 – 28  This notion 
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was further strengthened by the strong expansion of NP-specific 

GFP     +      B cells in the PP and not in the MLN after a single oral 

immunization in our B1-8 hi  NP-specific IgH knock-in B-cell 

transfer model system. 

 Previous studies have clearly indicated that gut IgA B-cell 

responses against TD antigens largely emanate from the PP, 

rather than the MLN or ILF, although anti-bacterial IgA 

responses against, e.g.,  Salmonella  may be stimulated in ILFs in 

the absence of the PP and MLN. 24,40,41  We found no evidence 

for the ILF being a site for initiation of a specific IgA response 

to a TD antigen following oral immunization. This observation 

also agrees well with previous studies, which have demonstrated 

that ILFs develop as a consequence of bacterial colonization and 

perturbed functions in the PP, such as deficiency in activation-

induced cytidine deaminase, which will lead to hyperplasia 

of ILFs, as will intrauterine treatment with LT  �  R-Ig fusion 

protein to ablate PP development. 24,42,43  Hence, it is unlikely 

that ILFs are involved in generating IgA responses against TD 

antigens following oral immunizations, although they have 

been found to host significant IgA CSR, probably driven by 

bacterial antigens. 17,38  

 In contrast, we found  V H 186.2-IgA  gene expression in cPs, 

suggesting that these organized lymphoid tissues were indeed 

involved in TD-specific IgA responses. Apart from one study 

of intrarectal immunization with ovalbumin admixed with CT 

adjuvant, little has been published on cPs and their role in gut 

IgA responses. 9,40  That study demonstrated that cP-depleted 

mice failed to respond with IgA antibodies following immu-

nization, but whether the IgA B-cell response emanated from 

cPs was not directly investigated. One reason for the few pub-

lications on cPs may be that, contrary to PPs, they cannot be 

identified by macroscopic inspection and, therefore, only careful 

microscopic dissection of the tissue will allow the study of cPs. 

This restricts the analysis of specific B-cell responses, requiring 

microscopic analysis of labeled tissue sections. From this 

work, we could appreciate that each colon had 1 – 3 cPs, which 

were clearly well-organized secondary lymphoid structures. 

In the literature, they are described mostly in the context of 

inflammatory lesions and appear to be dependent on LT  �  R 

signaling, similar to PPs. 44  Gene sequence analysis revealed 

that the NP-specific  V H 186.2-IgA  responses were clonally 

related to those observed in PPs, suggesting that cPs are an intri-

cate part of the IgA inductive system in the GALT. Whether 

cPs and PPs perform different functions will be the focus of 

further studies. 

 Following oral immunization, we observed specific plasma 

cells along the entire small and large intestines. By sequenc-

ing  V   H   186.2-IgA  genes in many different tissues, organized 

No immunization NP-CT × 1 NP-CT × 2 NP-CT × 3

  Figure 9             A model for how synchronized, oligoclonal, and high-affinity gut IgA responses develop after oral immunization. Before immunization, very 
few hapten (4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenyl)acetyl (NP)-specific B cells exist in the gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) or lamina propria (LP). However, 
early on after an oral priming immunization with NP-cholera toxin (CT)-responding B cells are expanded and distributed to multiple Peyer ’ s patches 
(PPs), where they can undergo additional expansion and affinity maturation after the second and third oral immunization before migrating to the 
mesenteric lymph node (MLN), and subsequently being seeded into the LP of the small and large intestines. Whereas an oral priming will attract many 
antigen-specific B cells (orange, green, blue), occasionally a high-affinity clone (red) will be generated in a germinal center (GC) and distributed to 
pre-existing GCs in multiple PPs. Owing to affinity maturation, the high-affinity clone (red) will be selected and expanded in the GC by re-exposure 
to antigen and quickly dominate the response in mutiple PPs. After a third immunization, predominantly high-affinity clones (red) have migrated to 
the gut LP, resulting in a synchronized production of high-affinity IgA antibodies.   
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as well as non-organized, we could compile extensive trees of 

clonal relationships based on similarities in the CDR3 region. 

Importantly, we secured that our PCR method was sufficiently 

sensitive to detect  V   H   186.2-IgA  genes in both PP B cells and 

LP plasma cells, and hence we could follow the buildup of a 

TD-dependent gut IgA response following oral immunization. 

Strikingly, we obtained patterns illustrating an exceptionally 

efficient distribution of clonally related high-affinity IgA cells 

to both the GALT and the LP. Even the colon and the cP carried 

NP-specific cells that were clonally related to those found in 

the PP, MLN and small intestinal LP. The gut IgA response 

required multiple doses. A single oral dose stimulated barely 

detectable NP-specific IgA cells in the LP and only a few in 

MLN, whereas antigen-specific B cells significantly expanded in 

the PP. Most of the NP-specific B cells had undergone IgA CSR 

and few remained IgM B cells in the PP after a single dose, indi-

cating that IgA CSR occurred at an early stage of the response, 

before SHM and affinity maturation. This agrees well with our 

previous findings of IgA CSR in the PP of CD40-deficient mice 

and that many IgA     +      B cells in the PP express activation-induced 

cytidine deaminase and have a GC phenotype. 17,45  

 Our results showing that 60 – 70 %  of the canonical  V H 186.2-

IgA  NP-binding cells after three oral immunizations were 

high-affinity cells with the characteristic mutation in the CDR1 

region, W 33     =  >    L 33 , in both the PP and LP agrees well with the 

classical studies by Cumano and Rajewsky 46  demonstrating 

similar frequencies of this mutation in secondary-type splenic 

responses. This result argues for a strong selection process 

of activated B cells in the GALT. As this high frequency was 

reached in the PP IgA B cells after two oral immunizations and 

only after three oral immunizations in plasma cells in the LP, 

this logically speaks in favor of the PP being the site of initiation 

of the gut IgA response to TD antigens. Additional evidence in 

support of this interpretation were the facts that oral immuni-

zation primarily induced GL7     +     GFP     +      B cells in the PP using a 

B1-8 hi  NP-specific IgH knock-in B-cell transfer model and that 

the PP was the only tissue to carry NP-specific  V H 186.2-IgM  

gene sequences following oral immunizations. Previous studies 

have shown that   �  1-chain bearing  V H 186.2-DFL16.1  NP-

specific B cells greatly dominated the response in the spleen after 

systemic immunizations with NP-chicken   �  -globulin. 33  These 

gene sequences were generally heavily mutated, whereas non-

canonical genes or related genes were unmutated. After repeated 

oral immunizations, we found that canonical  V   H   186.2-IgA  genes 

in both PP and LP were heavily mutated, supporting that in this 

regard the gut NP-specific response resembled that observed 

following systemic immunizations. 

 The picture that emerges from these studies of gut IgA 

responses to TD antigens is strikingly different from that 

reported for IgA responses to the commensal flora. 47  While 

IgA responses to the commensal flora appear multi-centered 

and diverse, as documented by earlier studies showing IgA 

responses in the GALT, including the ILFs, and MLNs as well 

as the LP itself, 12,47,48  the IgA response to NP-CT was initiated 

and synchronized in PP, and strongly oligoclonal and dominated 

by high-affinity IgA plasma cells along the entire small and large 

intestines. Thus, this broad distribution of antigen-specific high-

quality IgA cells clearly provides strong functionality and allows 

for the development of protective immunity against pathogens 

in the gut mucosa, irrespective of where an infection is located. 

Multiple oral immunizations were required for a strong IgA 

response in the LP. The reason for this, we believe, is the require-

ment for antigen-driven expansion of high-affinity IgA B cells 

being distributed to and expanded in the GC in multiple PPs, 

and perhaps involving cPs and MLNs as well. On the basis of the 

clonal relationships between NP-specific IgA cells in multiple 

PPs and the findings using the GFP     +      NP-specific B-cell transfer 

model in this study, we concluded that the effectiveness of this 

system rests on the re-utilization of already existing GC in the 

PPs. We found substantial expansion of GL7     +     GFP     +      NP-specific 

donor B cells in multiple PPs of recipient mice, provided oral 

NP-CT was given before transfer. Hence, upon repeated antigen 

challenge high-affinity IgA B-cell clones distributed to the GC in 

multiple PPs can be further expanded and matured before seed-

ing the LP of the large and small intestines. This notion is indi-

rectly supported by data from mucosal addressin, cell-adhesion 

molecule-1 (MadCam-1), deficient mice, which exhibited 

reduced gut IgA responses secondary to poor migration of 

B cells to the PP. 49  Such a dynamic function for GC in peripheral 

lymph nodes has, in fact, recently been described by Schwickert 

 et al.  50,51  Our data, however, additionally suggest that not only 

na ï ve cells, but also cells with a GC phenotype can enter into 

pre-existing GCs if antigen is present. Given this information, 

it is understandable that oral vaccination using non-living anti-

gens cannot be effective unless multiple doses are given. The gut 

IgA system simply requires multiple exposures to the antigen to 

select and expand high-affinity B-cell clones. This knowledge 

should be taken into consideration when future protocols for 

oral vaccination are designed.   

 METHODS     
  Mice and immunizations   .   C57BL / 6 and B1-8 hi  GFP     +      50  (gener-
ously provided by M Nussenzweig, Rockefeller University, New York, 
NY) mice were bred and housed at the animal facility Experimental 
Biomedicine (EBM) at the University of Gothenburg under specific 
pathogen-free conditions. Mice aged 6 – 10 weeks were used in the 
experiments. They were immunized with 20    � g of NP-CT or 10    � g CT 
alone as indicated. Repeated oral immunizations were performed 10 
days apart, and mice were killed 8 days after the final immunization. 
Ethical approval for all experiments had been obtained.   

  NP-CT conjugation   .   CT was dialyzed in distilled water for 2 days before 
mixing it with an equal volume of 0.1    M  NaHCO 3  and 20 equivalents 
NP-OSu (Biosearch Technologies, Novato, CA) per mole CT. The mix-
ture was incubated for 12   h at 4    ° C and transferred into a Slide-A-Lyzer 
dialysis cassette and dialyzed against 0.05    M  NaHCO 3 , followed by water 
before the protein concentration was determined using a BCA assay 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rockford, IL). The quality of conjugates was 
determined as described ( Supplementary Figure S1  online).   

  Immunohistochemistry   .   The mice were killed and the intestine, PP and 
MLN were embedded in TissueTek OCT compound and snap frozen 
in liquid nitrogen. Tissue containing GFP     +      cells were fixed in 4 %  para-
formaldehyde and 10 %  sucrose for 1   h before freezing the tissue. Frozen 
sections (7    � m) were fixed in 100 %  acetone and blocked with normal 
horse serum in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (5 % ) for 15   min. The 
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sections were stained for 1   h with optimal concentrations of biotin-
conjugated anti-GL7 mAb (eBioscience, San Diego, CA), followed by 
AlexaFlour594-streptavidin (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), Texas 
red- or FITC-conjugated anti-IgM (Southern Biotech, Birmingham, 
AL), FITC-conjugated anti-IgA, FITC-conjugated B220 (BD Biosciences, 
San Jose, CA) and NP-PE (Biosearch Technologies). The sections were 
analyzed using the LSM 510 META confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss, 
Oberkochen, Germany).   

  ELISPOT   .   Ninety-six-well plates (Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA) were 
coated with 5    � g   ml     −    1  purified rat anti-mouse IgA antibodies (BD), 
3   nmol   ml     −    1  GM1-ganglioside followed by 3    � g   ml     −    1  CT or 10    � g   ml     −    1  
NP-bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Biosearch Technologies) in PBS at 4    ° C 
overnight. The plates were washed in PBS, blocked with 0.2 %  BSA in PBS 
and 10 5  purified LP lymphocytes were added in duplicates and diluted 
1:3 in four serial dilutions and incubated at 37    ° C for 3   h. 52  Specific anti-
bodies were used to detect antibody-secreting cells; AP-conjugated goat 
anti-mouse IgA antibodies (Southern Biotech) were added and incubated 
overnight at 4    ° C. The AFC were visualized using BCIP substrate (Sigma-
Aldrich, St Louis, MO) and analyzed using an Immunospot ELISPOT 
system (Cellular Technology Ltd, Shaker Heights, OH).   

  ELISA   .   Ninety-six-well plates (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were coated 
with 100    � l per well of 10    � g   ml     −    1  NP-BSA, 0.5   n M    ml     −    1  GM1 followed by 
0.5    � g   ml     −    1  CT overnight at 4    ° C. The plates were treated as for ELISPOT 
before serum samples diluted 1:100 or gut lavages diluted 1:10 were added 
and a three- or twofold serial dilution was made, respectively. Samples 
were incubated overnight at 4    ° C, followed by isotype-specific AP-conju-
gated rat anti-mouse antibodies (Southern Biotech) at a dilution of 1:1,000 
in PBS / 0.1 %  BSA. The plates were developed using NPP substrate (Sigma) 
and analyzed at 405   nm using a Titertek Multiscan (MTX Labsystems, 
Vienna, VA) spectrophotometer.   

  Flow cytometry and cell sorting   .   Lymphocytes were isolated as 
described 52  and stained with PE-conjugated anti-CD138, PerCP-Cy5.5 
anti-IgD, PECy7-conjugated anti-CD19, Alexa700-conjugated anti-Ig  �  , 
anti-CD80 APC, and biotin-conjugated GL7 (BD), followed by Qdot605-
conjugated streptavidin (Invitrogen) on ice. The cells were washed 
twice with FACS buffer and sorted or analyzed using a FACSAria or 
an LSR II (BD), respectively. Cells were sorted into tubes that had 
been coated with PBS with 2 %  BSA overnight and were pelleted by 
centrifugation at 600    g  before being resuspended in PBS.   

  RNA isolation, PCR, and Southern blot   .   FACS-sorted PP CD80     +     CD138     −      
B cells or whole PP or MLN tissue, microdissected tissue, or 1   cm pieces of 
the colon or small intestine were prepared and submerged in 350    � l buffer 
RLT (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The tissue was disrupted and homog-
enized and RNA extracted using RNeasy minikits (Qiagen). cDNA syn-
thesis was performed using an IgA- (5 � -TGACATTGGTGGGTTTAC-3 � ) 
or IgM- (5 � -GAGGAAGAGGACGATGAA-3 � ) specific primer and 
Superscript III RT polymerase (Invitrogen) at 50    ° C for 1   h. PCR primers 
were: IgA control PCR, IgA for (5 � -CTGATACACGCAACACGCTT-3 � ), 
IgA down (5 � -ACTCTAACGCCGTCCAAGAA-3 � ); IgM control 
PCR, IgM up (5 � -TGAATGTGTACACCTGCCGT-3 � ), IgM down 
(5 � -GCTGACTCCCTCAGGTTCAG-3 � ); IgA NP PCR, IgA down2, 
(5 � -TTCCTCGAGGGATGGCAGGAAGGAGGAC-3 � ), NP leader up 
(5 � -TCTAGAATTCGGGATGGAGCTGTATCATGCTC-3 � ); and IgM 
down PCR, IgM down2 (5 � -TTCCTCGAGAGGGCCAGAGAAGCCA
TCC-3 � ), NP leader up (5 � -TCTAGAATTCGGGATGGAGCTGTATC
ATGCTC-3 � ). All PCRs were carried out with an annealing temperature 
of 64    ° C using standard PCR protocols with 25 (IgA and IgM controls) 
or (NP-IgA or NP-IgM) 30 cycles. Products were separated by agarose 
gel electrophoresis and detected by Southern blotting with an NP probe 
(5 � -CCGTAGTAATATCTTGCACA-3 � ) end-labeled with  32 P after 
transfer to a Hybond     +      membrane (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ). 
Hybridization to the membrane was detected on a  32 P-sensitive phos-

phorus screen and analyzed using the PharosFX plus system (Bio-Rad, 
Hercules, CA).   

  Cloning and sequencing   .   PCR reactions for the cloning was performed 
as described above, but using the high-fidelity Phusion enzyme (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific). Samples were collected from two well-separated loca-
tions in the proximal and distal part of the small intestine, the colon, the 
MLN, and the PP. The PCR reactions were cloned into ZeroBlunt TOPO 
vectors (Invitrogen), transformed into bacteria, and single colonies were 
identified by colony hybridization using the NP probe. Plasmid minipreps 
were prepared using GeneElute kits (Sigma) from overnight cultures. 
Sequenced clones (Eurofins MWG Operon, Ebersberg, Germany) were 
analyzed using the Staden package. Clones were classified as NP binding 
if their CDR3 region was between 9 and 11 amino acids long, they had a 
tyrosine at position 99, and there were at least two more tyrosine residues 
in the following three amino acids.   

  Lineage tree generation   .   Lineage trees were generated using IgTree. 53         

    SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL  is linked to the online version of the 
paper at  http://www.nature.com/mi    
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